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ABSTRACT

The aim of this bachelor’s thesis is to access the legal impact of the case C-284/16 on the validity of agreements to arbitrate the freedom of establishment. The hypothesis is that the effect of case law C-284/16 is limited to the field of investment treaties. The research questions are whether EU law and in particular Achmea case (CJEU 284/16) impose a general prohibition on arbitration tribunals to apply and interpret EU law autonomously. Furthermore, how the Achmea case impacts the freedom of establishment in the EU. The author will be addressing arbitration in general and explaining what are arbitral tribunals and how the arbitration process goes. Arbitration and court litigation will be compared with the goal of underlining the benefits of arbitration. The author’s main focus is on the case law C-284/16 and the legal aspects of the case. Freedom of establishment is an essential part of this thesis project. The author addresses investment treaties in the EU which are important regarding the case C-284/16. The goal of comparing previous case laws to the Achmea case is to point out whether the Achmea case can have general effect.

The methods that are used are doctrinal research method, legal analysis and interpretation, literature review and case study.

Keywords: Freedom of establishment, Arbitration, Investment Treaties
## LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIT</td>
<td>Bilateral Investment Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJEU</td>
<td>Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECJ</td>
<td>European Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHR</td>
<td>European Convention of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSID</td>
<td>The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIA</td>
<td>International Investment Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITA</td>
<td>Investment Treaty Arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Permanent Court of Arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFEU</td>
<td>Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

Arbitration is becoming more popular day by day. The need for a dispute resolution method that is usually faster, cost friendly and is in favor of companies around the world is huge. Arbitration is not only an efficient way to settle a dispute but it can also be more suitable for many companies now and in the future.

Arbitration as a thesis topic is not unfamiliar but combining arbitration and investment treaties brings a new and unique side to the research. The author wants to solve whether one case law can have general effect on other EU treaties Therefore, the research problem is whether the effect of the case law C-284/16 is limited to the field of investment treaties. The research questions that the author will be addressing are whether EU law and in particular the Achmea case (CJEU 284/16) impose a general prohibition on arbitration tribunals to apply and interpret EU law autonomously. Additionally, how the Achmea case impacts the freedom of establishment in the EU. The main aim of this bachelor’s thesis is to access the legal impact of the Case-284/16 on the validity of agreements to arbitrate the freedom of establishment.¹ The hypothesis is: The effect of the case law C-284/16 is limited to the field of investment treaties. The methods that are used in this thesis project are doctrinal research method, legal analysis and interpretation, literature review and case study. These particular methods were chosen in order to receive a broad view of the subject. Literature review from different academic books, articles, and commentaries was essential in order to research the problem from several different angles. This thesis project takes into account several previous case studies from several states that have been affected by the Achmea case.

The first chapter introduces arbitration in general explaining what arbitration actually stands for. Closer attention will be given to the differences between arbitration and court jurisprudence and why arbitration is beneficial for companies as a dispute resolution method. Additionally, what are the benefits of arbitration compared to court litigation? Arbitral tribunals and arbitral awards are examined closely since they are an essential part of the arbitration process.² An important part is the role of the arbitrators and how they examine each case. The first chapter will finish with an explanation of the benefits of arbitration for companies and why it is so significant.

¹ Federal Court of Justice, Germany C-284/16
The author introduces investment treaties and investment arbitration in the second chapter explaining the developmental aspects of investment arbitration and how this branch of law has developed to what it is today. Additionally, how investment treaties are regulated and what is the role of the ICSID. The importance of foreign direct investment is significant and it shall be protected in order for foreign direct investments to continue in the future. At times there might happen a breach of an investment treaty which has its own regulations regarding how these cases shall be solved.

In chapter three the author introduces the well-known Achmea case beginning from the facts of the cases and continuing by explaining the legal aspects of the case. The legal aspects consist of the arguments that were presented and also the judgment that was given. The judgment has gathered a lot of attention in the EU states but also in other countries. An essential part of this thesis is the freedom of establishment which is one of the four freedoms in the EU. Freedom of establishment is one of the most essential parts of the Achmea case.

Chapter four brings out the comparison factor of this thesis and more closely the states that have been affected by the Achmea case. Whether one case law can have general effect or not. Special attention is given to the Vattenfall case is a well-known case in Sweden.

---
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10 ISDS Platform. Case study: Vattenfall v Germany
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1. ARBITRATION IN GENERAL

Disputes arise when two or more parties have a disagreement of issues. Therefore, arbitration provides businesses and entities with the possibility to choose a time effective and less costly way of solving their disputes without the need to wait for court litigation. 11 Arbitration has grown to become important over the years and arbitration has a significant role in the fields of international trade, commerce, and investment. 12 Businesses have many arbitration specialists and states have changed laws in order to give arbitration a much greater role. 13 Businesses that have a dispute have decided to let an arbitrator solve the dispute and therefore the role of an arbitrator is to help the parties solve the dispute and the arbitral tribunal gives its final award. 14 As in court litigation, the decision made by an arbitrator is binding. 15

Arbitration can be used between parties on many occasions. The possibility to settle disputes by arbitration is an important factor. There are several reasons why arbitration is used all over the world but the two significant reasons are neutrality and enforcement. 16 Neutrality provides the parties with the possibility to choose the place where they want the dispute to be solved. 17 Additionally, they are given the chance to choose a neutral tribunal. 18 Enforcement is one of the other reasons due to the fact that when the arbitration process is over the final award that is given is enforceable. 19 At the end of the arbitration process, an arbitral award is given and the decision will be final. 20 This means that there won’t be a need for a process of appeals. 21 Additionally, based on the New York Convention the award given in the arbitration process is enforceable internationally and nationally. 22

---
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1.1 Arbitration compared to court jurisprudence

There are several reasons why parties tend to choose arbitration over court litigation. As was mentioned before court litigation gives the parties the right for an appeal which can be expensive and time taking. Additionally, the arbitration process is more flexible which means that the specific requirements of the parties are taken into consideration. This is not the case in court litigation since there are fixed rules by which the process is enacted and the final award given. Additionally, there might be a situation that the parties of a dispute come from different countries. Therefore, in these cases, the national court system of the other party will be unknown to the opposing party. The opposing party may feel insecurity in case they have to solve a dispute in a foreign country with foreign law and foreign lawyers. Additionally, arbitration provides parties with the possibility to solve the dispute in a neutral form and not in the national court of the opposing party.

Arbitration differs from court litigation in the way that there are not as many formal rules related to taking of evidence and also no respect to the burden of proof. The burden of proof is at times taken into consideration but it can be overwritten. Therefore, the burden of proof requires special consideration.

1.2 Arbitral Tribunals

The role of the arbitral tribunal is to solve a dispute by coming up with an outcome in the form of a written final award. The role of the tribunal can be compared to that of a court proceeding since the decisions given by the tribunal are binding. The tribunal has the obligation to make the decision and act fairly meaning that the tribunal must be impartial and independent. The arbitral tribunal can consist of three or more arbitrators which can sometimes cause difficulties when deciding upon the outcome of the arbitration process. There can be disagreements between the

---
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arbitrators of the arbitral tribunal and this may cause difficulties. In these cases, it is the role of the presiding arbitrator to decide how to proceed ahead.  

1.3 Permanent court of arbitration

The Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) is the oldest arbitral institution in the world that has been founded by states. The Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 has had a great significance in determining the arbitration procedure. The parties of the arbitration proceedings have the right to decide together how the procedure will go in the case when it is not governed by institutional rules. Therefore, the parties of the dispute have the privilege to decide how the procedure is enacted and therefore they have a lot of control in the process which can be seen as an asset for the parties. Additionally, the procedural arrangements determine where and how the procedure foregoes. These arrangements shall be detailed to the extent that there shall be covered time-limits and how evidence shall be taken into consideration. Additionally, the language that shall be used in the procedure, how the decision shall be made and also whether the decision will be public.

1.4 Arbitral Award

The arbitral award is the outcome of the arbitration procedure. The award is a binding decision and therefore the parties agree to obey the outcome of the procedure and to respect the award that is given. Additionally, the party that receives the arbitral award in the arbitration procedure may need to enforce the award against the opposing party. Even though the award given is binding the parties have the right to take further action for example by revising or even nullifying the decision. Whether these further actions can be taken depends on what was agreed upon when signing the arbitration agreement. The parties have the right to appeal but using that right can be

36 ibid
37 ibid
38 ibid
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42 ibid
seen as being rare. The party that decided to appeal shall keep in mind that in case the appeal request is provided and it was based on certain specific excuses then the excuses shall remain the same and new excuses shall not be accepted.\textsuperscript{43} Nevertheless, the right of the parties to receive clarification on the award is permissible. Therefore, the clarification is often allowed.\textsuperscript{44}

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.
1.5 Importance of arbitration as a dispute resolution method

There are several reasons why arbitration can be seen as an important dispute resolution method. The cost of arbitration is something that speaks to companies personnel on a high level. The fact why arbitration can be noted cost-friendly is because the use of arbitration is not targeted financially on taxpayers but rather on the service users.

Another important factor that makes arbitration so unique is the fact that parties have the right to choose their arbitrators. Additionally, there is not a need for a large number of experts and support staff as is the case in court jurisprudence. Furthermore, there is not needed a complicated judicial system because the arbitration process is more simple. Lastly, the expenses of the arbitrators are not paid by the public. Especially the fact that the training of an arbitrator are not paid for by the public but rather the arbitrator himself or some sort of sponsoring system.

The importance of arbitration to the public is significant. Arbitration takes away the pressure and sometimes even the fear of having to go to court to solve a dispute. Therefore, the public can see arbitration as a relief.

---
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2. INVESTMENT TREATIES

Investment treaties are agreements that are conducted between countries with the goal of encouraging private investment. The most common type of investment treaties is bilateral investment treaties (BITs) which include only two countries. The goal of BITs is to promote investment by protecting private companies. Additionally, investment arbitration is based on international agreements and operating in accordance with the EU legal and judicial system. International investment law and arbitration have gathered attention globally. Therefore, international investment law can be seen as being one of the areas that have the fastest pace in growing. Despite the intensity and pace human rights shall be respected in all actions between all Member States and companies. The power of international investment agreements is that states have the courage and belief to make a commitment to a foreign investor. Since any contract that is made based on local or foreign law can change as the law changes then international investment agreements are the saving aspect in these situations. The goal of the states to enter into a contract with a foreign state is to bind the other states with obligations based on international law and with the sight of internationalization a domestic state can grow with the needed cooperation with a foreign state. The states that engage with foreign states have the idea of improving the welfare of the local state both by technology and expertise. The basis for all of this cooperation between states is equal treatment without fraud, breach or misunderstandings. These can be seen as being the cornerstones of international investment treaties.

There has been a discussion about what is the role of an arbitrator in international investment disputes. Based on one perspective arbitrators can be seen as being the ones who want to give importance and attention to the systematizing process. The idea of this is to find the universality and development of international law. On the other hand, some might see arbitrators as being

---
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service providers who have the goal of not focusing on the questions of general principles but rather that they are seen as people with the knowledge to provide guidance. 68

There have been arguments related to international investment law and whether it shall be approached from the public or private side of view. 69 The growing number of BITs can be seen in the way that the more there are BITs then the more they will achieve standardization. 70 Nevertheless, BITs cannot be seen as a competitive factor because if it is then the expanding of BITs and their intended use creates an issue. 71

An important example of case law related to investment treaties is the case between South Pacific Properties(SPP) and the Egyptian General Organization for Tourism. 72 The case proceeded so that the Egyptian General Organization for Tourism called the project and after that, the SPP proceeded with bringing ICC arbitration against the government. 73 Nevertheless, the award was put aside due to the lack of jurisdiction of the ICC tribunal. 74 At that point, SPP has the idea of relying on Egyptian law which had arbitration clauses for disputes between foreign investors. 75 After that SPP turned to the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) tribunal which accepted jurisdiction in this matter and the investor received some relief. 76 This can be seen as being a landmark case because it enabled treaty-based arbitration. 77 This new wave of arbitration can be seen as a positive aspect for future investors. Investors can trust that there are new remedies invented that they can rely on in case disputes arise. 78

2.1 Regulation

The (ICSID) is an institution that is dedicated to settling international investment disputes. 79 Many states have agreed to have ICSID as a forum for investor-State dispute settlements in most international investment treaties. 80 The ICSID provides settlements by conciliation, arbitration or

68 ibid
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The ICSID was created in 1966 but most of the cases were registered after the year 2000 so therefore the ICSID caseload has increased rapidly. The ICSID process is unique in the way that it takes into account the special characteristics of international investment disputes and takes the parties interests into careful consideration. Also, the ICSID proceedings can be seen as being specialized since they are limited to investment treaties.

The goal of making international investment treaties is to receive attention from foreign direct investment (FDI). International investment agreements (IIAS) has a total of 2300 BITS and other agreements that concern foreign investment. There have been enacted ways of solving disputes that concern disputes between private parties and the host country in question. The goal of these IIAs is to receive a settlement between the contracting parties. The goal for the parties is to ensure that in case of a dispute they will have specified ways of receiving a solution. Nevertheless, provisions concerning dispute settlement have been present since the 1960s but the actual use of the provisions has not been common. Despite this, there is a growing number of these cases. There has been concerns related to conflict of jurisdictions in these cases. In some cases, there might be a domestic forum clause in the contract which means that in case of dispute the dispute will be solved under a state’s domestic dispute-settlement regime. Nevertheless, this kind of clause shall not be in the way of a legitimate claim at the international level. Another clause that shall be taken into consideration is the umbrella clause which means that it is an IIA obligation in the sense that there shall be respect shown towards all commitments and agreements that have been entered into. The principle of non-discrimination which is also the basis for freedom of establishment has a significant role in the investment treaties regulations. The main aim of this non-discrimination principle is that foreign states shall not have to be subject to any discrimination on any level.

---
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2.2 Breach of Investment Treaties

The actual process of terminating a BIT due to a breach of an investment treaty is not that common. Also, there seems not to be that much experience on terminating BITs then there is terminating other contracts. The terminating of BITs can be seen as being politically sensitive and also having significant economic consequences. Nevertheless, there are certain remedies that an investor is entitled to in the case that there is a breach of investment treaties. Some of the remedies that an investor is entitled to are damages, the annulment of the contract or specific performance. All of this depends on what kind of contract has been made and on the terms of that contract. By that is decided whether they shall be heard by the state courts or by an arbitral tribunal. In some situations, it might be so that administrative courts might have exclusive jurisdiction. Nevertheless, in those cases when an investor has noted that there has happened a breach in a contract the specific state court has jurisdiction concerning it.

Foreign investments are in high demand at the moment. Therefore, there have been over 3000 bilateral agreements entered into with the goal of encouraging specifically foreign investments. In the situation where one of the commitments made by the contracting state is not respected then the investor belonging to the other state has the right to claim damages from the contracting party or state.

There have been debates based on whether the current arbitration system that is being used is efficient enough and is in accordance with the specified rules. Some states and the European Commission have come to the conclusion that disputes like this shall be decided by a permanent investment court and therefore there shall be specific judges appointed to disputes like this. The
Commission had given their opinion on this factor and has the opinion that Member States put an end to intra EU bilateral treaties. This is due to the fact that it creates different rights of investors in different states and it shall be according to the law of the EU. 107 The most important factor in encouraging and securing foreign investment is to reassure the investor that there will not happen any major changes that could dramatically affect the investor’s ability to continue to operate in a specific state. 108

107 ibid
3. CASE C-284/16

The parties of the case C-284/16(Achmea) are a Dutch insurer Achmea B.V and the Slovakian Republic. The Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) was concluded in 1991 and it had entered into force on January 1st, 1992. According to Article 3(1) of the BIT, the contracting parties made the decision to ensure equal and fair treatment towards the investments of investors. They also gave a promise not to use any discriminatory methods or to do discriminatory actions. Both of the parties agreed to a free transfer without any delay of payments concerning profits and interests.

The Slovakian Republic had the goal of reforming its health system and therefore they opened its market in 2004 in order for the other Member States to be able to offer private sickness insurance services. After this, Achmea which is an undertaking in the Netherlands and is an insurance group decided to set up a subsidiary in Slovakia. Its mission was to provide private sickness insurance services in Slovakia. Things changed in 2006 when Slovakia decided to make a reservation concerning the private sickness insurance market. Therefore, Slovakia decided to make a prohibition on the distribution of profits that had been generated by private sickness insurance activities. The Achmea decided to bring arbitration proceedings against Slovakia in October 2008. They chose to have the arbitration process done in Germany and therefore German law applied to the arbitration proceedings.

The Slovakian Republic objected this based on the lack of jurisdiction on the arbitral tribunal. They claimed that the recourse to an arbitral tribunal was incompatible with EU law. On 26th of October 2010, the arbitral tribunal dismissed the objection. After this, the arbitral tribunal made the decision that Slovakia shall pay Achmea damages of 22.1 million euros. The Slovakian Republic was not pleased about this and therefore they brought an action in order to set aside the arbitral award that had been decided. The Higher Regional Court of Germany dismissed the

---
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action based on that the Slovakian Republic appealed to the Federal Court of Justice. The Slovakian Republic presented doubts regarding the compatibility of the arbitration clause that was presented in Article 8 of the BIT. The case continued so that because of the fact that the Court had not yet ruled on those questions and those questions happened to have a great significance, the Court decided that they shall make the present reference to the Court in order to make a decision based on it.

The Court argued that Article 344 TFEU is not applicable because it does not concern disputes that are between the Member States and individuals. The Court also doubted whether Article 267 TFEU does include an arbitration clause. Furthermore, the court argued that the interpretation of EU law can be seen as being ensured in this case. The court continued by arguing that the Court had previously ruled that agreement that provided the establishment outside of the framework of the EU of a special court is compatible with EU law if there is not an adverse effect on the autonomy of the EU legal order.

3.1 Legal aspects of the case C-284/16

The Federal Court of Justice of Germany decided to present questions to the Court in order to receive a preliminary ruling. The first question that was presented concerned whether the Article 344 TFEU precludes the application of a provision in an investment agreement where the investor in a contracting state may bring proceedings against the other contracting state before an arbitral tribunal. The Federal Court of Justice continued by asking whether the answer to the first question is negative then is there a possibility that Article 267 TFEU precludes the application of such a provision. Furthermore, if the answer to the first two questions is negative then whether Article 18 TFEU precludes the application of such a provision under the circumstances that were presented in the first question.
3.2 Outcome of the case C-284/16

The CJEU decided that the arbitration clause in the BIT is not in accordance with EU law. Their opinion was that the arbitration clause removes disputes that involve the interpretation or application of the EU law based on judicial review.\textsuperscript{129} The Court (Grand Chamber) decided that the Articles 267 TFEU and 344 TFEU shall be considered as precluding a provision in an agreement that has been concluded between the Member States. Therefore, the Court decided that an investor from a Member State may in the situation where there is a dispute concerning investments in the other Member State to bring proceedings against the other party before an arbitral tribunal whose jurisdiction that Member State has undertaken to accept.\textsuperscript{130} The CJEU decision was significant based on several factors.\textsuperscript{131} The significance was on the supremacy of EU law but also on the significant role of the EU institutions.\textsuperscript{132} The investment treaty arbitration (ITA) had not had a good reputation within the EU or at least had not been warmly welcomed.\textsuperscript{133} The reason for the lack of trust in the ITA had been based on previous case law.\textsuperscript{134} Therefore, the judgment of Achmea was considered as something that shall be brought to notice. Despite the long awaited decision the decision itself was quite null in the sense that it did not say much.\textsuperscript{135} The CJEU took into consideration the trust between EU member states but also the freedom that has been provided in the TFEU.\textsuperscript{136} Therefore, the conclusion was that the BIT is not compatible with EU law.\textsuperscript{137}

This kind of landmark case has raised attention throughout the world especially in the EU. One of the major outcomes of the Achmea case is that it may affect the effectiveness of BITs that have been concluded between the EU Member States.\textsuperscript{138} The implications of the Achmea case are not clear but nevertheless, it might have serious consequences. The European Convention of Human

\textsuperscript{130} ibid
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\textsuperscript{135} ibid
\textsuperscript{136} ibid
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Rights (ECHR) is an important convention between the EU Member States since all member states all members of the ECHR. 139 In many of the member states, the ECHR is applicable directly and therefore the ECHR rules the national laws. 140 The fact why the Achmea decisions are so significant is that in the case where an EU Member State objects to the state’s rules and measures that have had an impact on the investments somewhere else in the EU might have to search for more routes to a remedy. 141 The other one of the routes is the ECHR. 142

3.3 Freedom of establishment

Freedom of establishment is one of the four fundamental freedoms that belong to all Member States and citizens within the EU. 143 Freedom of establishment is an absolute right that shall be protected and respected by all Member States, citizens, and institutions. 144 This right is something that establishes the uniqueness of the EU. 145 Article 54 of the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union (TFEU) states that companies that have been established in another Member State shall be treated in the same way as people would be treated who reside to another member state. 146

The principles that protect the freedom of establishment have been presented in the TFEU and through time these have been established through case law. 147 Additionally, secondary legislation has had a major impact on the development of the freedom of establishment. 148 Two of the main secondary legislation that have had a major impact have been adopted in 2005 and 2006. 149 The TFEU articles that stipulate the freedom of establishment are articles 49-54 TFEU. 150 These articles, in particular, have the requirement of deleting and preventing any restrictions in the field of freedom of establishment. 151 The goal with freedom of establishment is to provide citizens, companies, and institutions with the right to have a business in any EU member state without
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First and foremost, freedom of establishment, in a nutshell, gives other member states nationals the right to perform activities as self-employed persons. This can be seen as being a fundamental right. Additionally, citizens of one EU member state have the right to establish a company or business in another EU member state without any signs of discrimination or difficulties. Lastly, citizens of one EU member state may freely set up agencies or subsidiaries in another member state. This is an important aim within the EU that has developed and enhanced over the years.

Article 49 TFEU has the goal of providing equal treatment for both nationals and non-nationals. Based on case law Commission v Belgium the European Court of Justice (ECJ) had ruled that if there is not present direct or indirect discrimination then the rules which had a restriction on the right of freedom of establishment did not violate Article 49 TFEU.

An important factor that shall be taken into consideration is that when can a company be seen as being established in a Member State. First of all, it is important to note that a company established shall be established according to the law of the Member State. Basically, this means that the company shall have its registered office in the other Member state and also the companies place of business shall be somewhere in the EU. The fundamental principles of the EU which include the freedom of establishment are directly applicable in the member states before national courts. Therefore, in a case where some Member State has not been able to fulfill its obligations, the European Commission has the power to demand a member state to amend its national legislation. In the case that a member state refuses to act in accordance with the European Commission’s demands, the European Commission has the right to bring the case to the CJEU.

---
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Additionally, a member state has the right to bring a case to the CJEU but that rarely happens. 

3.4 Freedom of establishment in case C-284/16

The main question in case C-264/18 is whether there was an infringement of the freedom of establishment. An important thing to witness here is that the EU has the role of operating fairly and effectively between the EU member states. The EU treaties are the body of law that governs all of it. Member states courts have the freedom to turn to the European Court of Justice(ECJ) questions concerning the functioning of the EU. The ECJ has the important role of providing EU member states courts with the possibility of making preliminary references. In the case, there was a dispute between Achmea and Slovakia regarding the undertaking that are established in the EU to rely on the freedom of establishment and also free movement of capital. The European Commission has the role of protecting these rights and also in cases of infringement to bring a case against those member states. After the ruling by the Court of Justice(CJEU) the belief in the principle of loyalty under the European Union law has faded. The CJEU had decided that the investment treaty between the was incompatible with EU law. All member states within the EU have the obligation of applying EU law at all times. The interpretation of the preliminary ruling procedure can be seen as being one of the cornerstones of the judicial system.
4. STATES AFFECTED BY CASE C-284/18

The possibility of the Achmea case having general effect is significant. The Achmea case has raised attention in many countries around the world and some case laws have been affected by the decision of the Achmea case. On the 6th of March, the CJEU gave the long-awaited decision on the Achmea case. Already then it was predicted that the Achmea case will have significant effect on future arbitration proceedings. The Achmea rulings apply to bilateral investment treaties that are between countries that are Member States of the EU. Nevertheless, there is a possibility that the rulings of the Achmea case may effect agreements that are made between EU member states and third countries. Here is where the aspect of the Achmea case having general effect comes into question. The EU has the goal of creating a multilateral investment court and therefore all of the EU states have the obligation to understand the effects of the decision in the Achmea case. Some of the consequences of the Achmea case are that in the future some cases which are between EU member states and third countries might be brought before the EU courts. This will mean that the EU courts might question whether agreements that have been concluded between EU member states and third countries are compatible with EU law. Another consequence that might appear is that the Member States might be legally obliged to challenge the jurisdiction of an arbitration tribunal that has been established under provisions that do not follow the requirements outlined by Achmea. Additionally, it might be so that EU courts will not be able to enforce international investment awards delivered by tribunals whose jurisdiction is in conflict with the EU law. There are certain states that are home states of investors that have used ISDS in the past. Therefore, they might have to appeal to ISDS against the Member States in the future. These countries might face the situation that they will not be able to enforce arbitration tribunal
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decisions in the EU and this might lead to decreasing the value of protecting foreign investment.

4.1 Sweden

Vattenfall which is a Swedish energy firm launched a 1.9 million dollar investor-state claim against Germany. The main reason why Vattenfall launched the claim was that they argued that Hamburg’s environmental rules had a violation of Germany’s obligation to provide foreign investors with equal treatment. The settlement required the Hamburg government to let go of the additional environmental requirements that they had.

The Achmea case has had a significant effect on the Vattenfall case. The ECT rejected the applicability of Achmea on the Vattenfall case and also the legal implications of Achmea. Nevertheless, the Achmea case proved a valuable point on how ICSID tribunals may deal with the potentially conflicting consequences in the future. The Vattenfall case proved clearly that it is still possible for intra-EU investment arbitral tribunals that deal with objections against their jurisdiction to leave out Achmea if they wish to do so. The tribunal in the Vattenfall case stated that Achmea can have effect only if EU law can be accounted for applicable to the determination of the tribunal’s jurisdiction. In the situation that a tribunal is designated to apply the EU in accordance with the state law then it will not be able to take into consideration the implication by Achmea on its jurisdictional competence. The Vattenfall case tribunal was in the opinion that Article 26(6) ECT is the article by which the tribunal shall decide disputed issues in accordance with the ECT. Additionally, the tribunal must decide upon applicable rules and principles of international law that apply only to the standards of protecting investments.
opinion was that it shall not be applied to provisions regarding dispute settlements.\textsuperscript{196} Also, the tribunal was in the opinion that the interpretation shall not begin from interpreting EU law but rather the Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention.\textsuperscript{197} Also, that when interpreting treaties it shall be done by excessing the ordinary meaning taking into consideration the treaty’s object, aim, and purpose. \textsuperscript{198} The tribunal stated that EU law shall not be used to rewrite the treaty that is being used because this could lead to misinterpretation in the ordinary meaning of the treaty.\textsuperscript{199} Lastly, the tribunal was in the opinion that CJEU’s considerations could cause a contradiction with the ECT’s considerations. \textsuperscript{200}

### 4.1.1 Spain

Another case that has taken into account the Achmea case is the Masdar Solar v Spain case.\textsuperscript{201} In this case, the tribunal did not permit Spain to reopen the arbitration due to the Achmea.\textsuperscript{202} The reason for this was simply made by addressing the Achmea case judgment as being silent on the subject of the ECT.\textsuperscript{203} The main facts of the case where that Spain had the policy of stimulating investment in the area of renewable energy where renewable energy generators could benefit from a premium set by the Spanish government which was above the wholesale market price.\textsuperscript{204} Masdar argued that by many disputed measures that were presented between 2012 and 2014 Spain had not conducted the RD661/2001 regime but had used a much less favorable regime.\textsuperscript{205} Masdar had made investments in three solar power plants and now claimed that its investments had been affected by the disputed measures. Masdar argued that Spain had breached the FET standard under ECT Article 10(1).\textsuperscript{206}
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4.1.2 United Kingdom

The United Kingdom can be seen as being bound by the Achmea decision and therefore the registering and enforcing an intra-EU BIT arbitration award in the UK would require a balancing act between the New York Conventions requirements and United Kingdom’s international obligations under the ICSID Convention.\(^{207}\) In the case where enforcement is sought under the New York Convention, there are only a few situations when enforcement of an award can be denied. \(^{208}\) These denials include the invalidity of the arbitration agreement and the tribunal exceeding its authority. \(^{209}\) Basically, any of these reasons could be the reason for refusing recognition or enforcement of an intra-EI BIT award based on the reasoning of the Achmea case. \(^{210}\)

If the award is an ICSID award then it is binding and final and cannot be appealed and it shall be enforced in the state of the defendant. \(^{211}\)

4.1.3 Hungary

After the Achmea case decision, the Hungarian Prime Minister approved the commencement of negotiations on an agreement that concerned terminating Member States BITs.\(^{212}\) In Central Europe, Hungary can be seen as one of the first Member States that adopted bilateral investment treaties with the goal of attracting foreign investment. \(^{213}\) There had existed safeguards for foreign investment since the 1970s but BITs were seen as providing better guarantees for foreign investors.\(^{214}\) After the Achmea judgment Hungary began to invoke the inapplicability of the arbitration clauses that were included in the intra-EU BITs.\(^{215}\)
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5. CONCLUSION

The main aim of this bachelor’s thesis was to access the legal impact of the Case-284/16 on the validity of agreements to arbitrate the freedom of establishment. The main aim was to be achieved by using effective research methods.

Responding to my research questions which were whether EU law an in particular Achmea case (CJEU284/16) imposes a general prohibition on arbitration tribunals to apply and interpret EU law autonomously. Furthermore, how the Achmea case impacts the freedom of establishment in the EU. The cases presented before prove that the hypothesis of this thesis is true. As was stated in the Vattenfall case the Achmea case goes beyond investment treaties and the Achmea case was looked into while deciding the Vattenfall case. Therefore, the Achmea case is not limited only to investment treaties but goes beyond that. Additionally, the Achmea case effected decisions that were made in Hungary, the United Kingdom and even Spain.

As the thesis proves, the Achmea case may not be limited only to EU member states but can also affect agreements that are concluded between EU member states and third countries. This is a significant factor regarding agreements made between parties in the future. This can easily affect the number of investment treaties that are conducted and the position that different companies are put in the future. Additionally, the challenges they may face. The first thing that might cause problems in the future is that cases that are between EU member states and third countries might have to be settled in EU member state courts. This will cause challenges to the EU countries since they will need to assess whether EU law shall be applied in these cases. Another issue that might appear in the future is the validity of arbitral tribunals that have been established under provisions that do not follow the requirements that have been outlined by Achmea. Therefore, this can easily affect the trust that has been given towards arbitral tribunals. Another challenge that EU courts might have to face is that they will not be able to enforce international investment awards that have been delivered by tribunals whose jurisdiction is in conflict with EU law.

The Vattenfall case proved that the interpretation of the Achmea case and the evaluation of the effects is not that simple and straightforward. The Vattenfall cases tribunal pointed out valid points regarding how the Achmea case shall be viewed and from what angle the case shall be assessed. It is certainly not enough to take into consideration the facts of the case and the Achmea cases tribunals opinion. Attention shall be drawn to the EU law which governs all states in the EU.
Additionally, one significant factor was that EU law shall not be used in order to bend the provisions of certain treaties with the risk of losing the original aim and meaning of the treaty.

Most certainly future developments and research in the field of international investment arbitration will be to a large extent. This is due to the fact that Achmea raised so much attention and tribunals from different states had a different opinion on the reasoning of the Achmea decision. Additionally, the number of BIT’s will most probably rise in the future and this will provide room for more interpretation and analyzing cases in the field of international investment arbitration. Due to the ground-breaking decision of Achmea more attention might be given to court precedents in order to evaluate a certain investment arbitration case’s decision. In the future, Achmea might be viewed more closely from third countries since it has already caught the attention of several states within the EU.
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